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Welcome to the Farmers’ Market Emergency 
Response Guide. This guide has been created to 
support farmers’ market organizers throughout 
British Columbia in case of an emergency. This 
resource includes emergency preparedness 
templates for planning and several pages of 
strategies and recommendations.
 
By preparing for the worst, your team will be 
able to perform at your best.
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Executive Director (if applicable):

Manager:

Assistant Manager:

Other staff or key volunteers:

1. Overview

Contacts

Board Chair/President:

Other Board Members or Key Persons:

City Contact:

Emergency Services:

Include names and phone numbers so they can easily be reached in an emergency.

Governing organization:

Farmers’ market:

City:

Telephone number:

Email:

Location of important documents like insurance policies etc:

Organization
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BCAFM Office General line: 604-734-9797

Farmers’ Market Nutrition Coupon Program: 
nutrition@bcfarmersmarket.org

Membership Support: info@bcfarmersmarket.org

Did you know? 
BCAFM can help!



Farmers’ Market Essential Operations
To minimize operational disruptions during emergencies, compile a list of emergency response 
tactics and designate specific team members responsible for their execution.

For example you may want to assign a team member to organize each of the following:

• Vendor Communication
• BCAFM Nutrition Coupons Collection & Reimbursement
• Customer Communication
• Organizing a new location
• Add more tactics to this list:

Emergency Tactics Chart
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Emergency: Market Closure due to Extreme Heat

TACTIC TEAM MEMBER ACTION

Customer 
Communication Jane Doe

• Prepare a statement 
• Create a social media post
• Send out newsletter
• If applicable put out signage at market venue



Break-Even Calculator

Back-Up Location
If your primary farmers’ market location was suddenly not accessible, ask yourself the 
following questions:

• Do you have access to a secondary location? 
• Could you host an online market and offer pick up only? 

Potential Alternate Market Locations

ADDRESS OWNER CONTACT NAME EMAIL

Make sure to consider how many farmers’ market days your organization needs to operate in order 
to break even on your budget. Use the calculation below to find that number.

To break even, we must have _____ (number) of markets with ______ (number) of vendors.
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Communication Plan
In case of emergency, you will need to efficiently contact your team, vendors, community, and 
shoppers. 
Fill in the following questions as best as you can to begin your communications plans:

Person in charge of making decisions in regards to the following:
 
 Cancellation of a day:

 
 Change of venue:
 

 Other:

Weather decisions will be made ______ day/hours prior to the start of the farmers’ market day.

Refer to your Emergency Tactics Chart for WHO on your team will execute the following 
communications plan:

Farmers’ Market Team will be contacted via the following:
 ▢ Phone
 ▢ Email
 ▢ Social media
 ▢ Newsletter
 ▢ Slack App
 ▢ WhatsApp group
 ▢ Other program:

Vendors will be contacted via the following:
 ▢ Phone
 ▢ Email
 ▢ Social media
 ▢ Newsletter
 ▢ Slack App
 ▢ WhatsApp group
 ▢ Other program:

Shoppers will be contacted via the following:
 ▢ Phone
 ▢ Email
 ▢ Social media
 ▢ Newsletter
 ▢ Slack App
 ▢ WhatsApp group
 ▢ Other program:

Consider 

Vendors may travel from 
far distances to attend your 
market, provide them with 
adequate lead time prior to 
them leaving their location.

Think Ahead

Add information to your 
vendor application, 
guidelines or at an 
orientation details on how 
vendors will be contact in 
case of an emergency.
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Wind
Farmers’ markets are a hazardous event during a windstorm due 
to airborne tents, fallen trees, branches or debri.

Environment Canada identifies a wind warning as the following:

• Sustained winds of 70 km/h or more
• Gusts up to 90 km/h or more

Severe weather is occurring on a more frequent basis. Farmers’ markets are required to make the 
difficult decision as to when it is appropriate to cancel or adjust their market hours. The safety of the 
farmers’ market team, vendors and shoppers are paramount.

This section provides recommendations for when to cease farmers’ market operations on the day of 
your event. 

Additional Resources

Consider 

Farmers’ markets may 
have policies about waiving 
cancellation fees or 
shortening market hours for 
less severe, but still notable, 
weather. 
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2. Severe Weather

Environment 
Canada Weather 
Alert Threshold 
Criteria

Canadian Marine 
Wind Warnings

Winter Storms 
& High Winds, 
Advice from the 
City of Coquitlam



List your farmers’ market tent weight policy:

List preventative measures that your farmers’ market have in place in case of onset wind:

Identify the source you would rely on to decide if the wind speeds were too high for your market to 
proceed. BCAFM recommends Environment Canada.

Will you close your market if there is a wind warning of 70 km/h or more:
 ▢ Yes
 ▢ No
 ▢ Other:

If not, what will be your market’s threshold to cancel due to high winds?
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Wind: Emergency Plan



Only 80% of British Columbia is 
covered by the AQH index. As an 
alternative, there are other air 
monitoring maps like Purple Air.

Additional Resources

Air Quality
As forest fires increase year over year, air quality from smoke 
and debris is an increasing concern for outdoor farmers’ 
markets. Vulnerable groups are especially at risk. Ensure you are 
protecting your customers, vendors, and staff by keeping a close 
eye on air quality.

The Government of British Columbia uses the Air Quality Health 
Index (AQHI) to indicate levels of health risk based on air quality. 

AQHI Details and Persons Affected

At risk individuals include those with breathing or heart concerns, 
as well as those who are pregnant or otherwise advised by a 
medial professional that they are at risk due to poor air quality.

Definition of AQHI

AQHI is a scale designed to 
help you understand what 
the air quality around you 
means to your health.

1 AIR QUALITY AND HEALTH 
RISK

HEALTH MESSAGES FOR 
THOSE AT RISK HEALTH MESSAGES FOR 

GENERAL POPULATION

AQHI 1-3 – Low Health Risk No concerns No concerns

AQHI 3-6 – Moderate Health 
Risk

Consider reducing strenuous 
outdoor activities if symptoms 
are noted.

No concerns unless you notice 
discomfort.

AQHI 7-10 – High Health Risk
Reduce strenuous outdoor 
activities. Seniors and children 
should also be careful.

Consider reducing strenuous 
outdoor activities if symptoms 
are noted.

Above 10 – Extreme Health Risk
Avoid strenuous outdoor 
activities. Seniors and children 
should also be careful.

Reduce strenuous outdoor 
activities.

1 https://www.airqualityontario.com/aqhi/health_messages.php

Government of British 
Columbia’s Air Quality 
Subscription Service: 
subscribe for air quality 
alerts for your area

Government of BC’s Air 
Quality Table
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Identify how will you assess air quality in your area:

Does your vendor mix have a high proportion of seniors or at-risk persons:
 ▢ Yes
 ▢ No
 ▢ Other:

Do your shoppers include large amounts of children, seniors, or at-risk persons:
 ▢ Yes
 ▢ No
 ▢ Other:

Create a strategy for how the above information will influence your decision to choose to cancel your 
farmers’ market.

At what AQHI level or Purple Air rating will your market close (check all that apply):
 ▢ AQHI 1-3 – Low Health Risk
 ▢ AQHI 3-6 – Moderate Health Risk
 ▢ AQHI 7-10 – High Health Risk
 ▢ Above 10 – Extreme Health Risk

Poor Air Quality: Emergency Plan
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Additional Resources

Extreme Heat

Persons at Risk by by Extreme Heat 3

• seniors aged 65 years or older

• people with pre-existing health conditions such as 
diabetes, heart disease or respiratory disease

• people with mental illness such as schizophrenia, 
depression, or anxiety

• people with substance use disorders

• people who are marginally housed

• people who work in hot environments

• people who are pregnant

• infants and young children

• people with limited mobility

  2 https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/types-weather-forecasts-use/public/criteria-alerts.html
  3 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/emergency-management/preparedbc/know-your-hazards/severe-weather/extreme-
heat#what

Be Prepared for Extreme Heat & Drought

Extreme heat is becoming a more frequent concern in British Columbia, particularly after 2021’s 
heat dome. Ensure you are prepared to keep your team, vendors, and community safe during an 
extreme heat event.

Environment Canada’s threshold criteria for a Heat Warning in British Columbia is:

“when 2 or more consecutive days of daytime maximum temperatures are 
expected to reach 29°C or warmer and nighttime minimum temperatures are 
expected to fall to 14°C or warmer.” 2

Beat The Heat

• Bring a cooler with to use in drinks

• Keep filled with water to hand out

• Hand out freezies, frozen grapes, or 
other cold treats

• Get a mister or put a fan on top of a 
bucket of water

• Have volunteers walk around with 
spray bottles of cold water and mist 
down vendors who are interested.
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Determine which weather service will you use to check for temperature and Heat Warnings. BCAFM 
recommends Environment Canada.

Does your vendor mix have a high proportion of seniors or at-risk persons:
 ▢ Yes
 ▢ No
 ▢ Other:

Do your shoppers include large amounts of children, seniors, or at-risk persons:
 ▢ Yes
 ▢ No
 ▢ Other:

Create a strategy for how the above information will influence your decision to choose to cancel your 
farmers’ market.

Will you cancel your farmers’ market if it is going to be 29°C or warmer, or if Environment Canada 
identifies a Heat Warning? 

 ▢ Yes
 ▢ No

If no, what will be your market’s threshold to cancel due to extreme heat?

Even when it is not at extreme temperatures, high heat can still make your team, vendors, and 
customers uncomfortable. Add cooling ideas to your market during summer season to help cool 
everyone down. List ideas here:
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Heat Dome: Emergency Plan



Additional Resources

Extreme Cold
Despite farmers’ markets operating predominantly in the summer season, extreme cold is still a 
concern. Ensure you are prepared to keep your team, vendors, and your community safe during an 
extreme cold snap.

Environment Canada’s threshold criteria for an Extreme Cold Warning in British Columbia is:

“Issued when the temperature or wind chill is expected to reach minus 35°C for at least two hours.”

However, that does not mean that it is safe to be outside for prolonged periods at less extreme 
temperatures. Your farmers’ market should close long before it gets that cold. 

Frostbite is a risk beginning at 0 degrees. According to the Government of Canada :

“When the temperature drops below 0ºC (32ºF), blood vessels close to the skin constrict to protect 
the core body temperature. When your body is exposed to the cold for a long period of time, 
blood flow to your hands, feet, nose, and ears can be severely restricted. The combination of poor 
circulation and extreme cold can lead to frostbite.”

City of Vancouver, 
Shelters & Winter 
Response Strategy

Identify what temperature threshold will determine the cancellation of your farmers’ market:

Consider if your customers, vendors, staff and community are familiar with colder weather. 
Considerations will be different for communities that are used to the cold weather in Northern BC as 
opposed to Metro Vancouver.

List your municipality’s winter response strategy and at what temperature they open warming 
centers:

Extreme Cold: Emergency Plan

Environment 
Canada Weather 
Alert Threshold 
Criteria
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Consider 

City of Vancouver’s Winter Response Strategy, indicates 
that they , “...activate warming centres in extreme cold 
weather as a life-saving measure when the temperature 
reaches -4°C or below (or it feels like -4°C or below)”. 

Which indicates that they feel it is unsafe to have people 
out for any length of time at these temperatures.



Additional Resources

Extreme and Sudden Weather Events

Events like this could include:

• Forest fires
• Tsunami
• Landslide
• Flood
• Avalanche
• Mudslide
• Atmospheric rivers
• Lightning storms

Government of Canada 
Thunderstorms, Lightning & 
Hail Emergency Preparedness

BC Cattleman’s Farm & 
Ranch Wild Fire Plan

It is impossible to predict every 
extreme weather or environmental 
event. Sometimes as a farmers’ market 
organizer you may be forced to simply 
react in the moment to an emergency.  Environment Canada 

Weather Alert 
Threshold Criteria

Extreme or Sudden Weather: Emergency Plan
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Consider your geographic location. Your farmers’ market operations may be affected by extreme 
weather events nearby. Determine if your farmers’ market will cancel for an official warning in your 
location or if the event is happening nearby.

Determine an alternative travel route for your team, vendors and customers if your farmers’ market 
remains open but access roads are blocked.

Refer to your communications plan to determine how your vendors and shoppers will be contacted. 



Additional Resources

Right to Refuse Unsafe Work
WorkSafe BC explains that employees have the 
right to refuse unsafe work when:

 “...you have reasonable cause to believe that 
performing a work process or using a tool or 
machine puts you or someone else at risk, you 
must not perform the job or task. You must 
immediately notify your supervisor or employer, 
who will then take the appropriate steps to 
determine if the work is unsafe and to remedy the 
situation.”

As a worker, you may not be disciplined or 
penalized for following these steps. Your 
employer or supervisor may temporarily assign a 
new task to you, at no loss in pay.

As an employer, workers are your eyes and 
ears on the front line of workplace health and 
safety. When workers refuse work because they 
believe it's unsafe, consider it an opportunity 
to investigate and correct a situation that could 
have caused harm. 7 

This includes unsafe work due to extreme 
weather. It is key to be aware that you or your 
employees can refuse work if you or your 
employees feel at risk. 

Accommodate the Right to Refuse 
Unsafe Work

How can an employee or volunteer 
report unsafe work:

 ▢ Email
 ▢ Phone Call
 ▢ Letter
 ▢ Verbally

Identify when it is the appropriate time 
for your team to contact emergency 
services:

Does your organization have an incident 
log:

If not, can your organization create one:

BC Government, Occupational 
Health & Safety

Workplace Safety Roles, 
Rights, & Responsibilities
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3. Personal Safety

 7  https://www.worksafebc.com/en/health-safety/create-manage/rights-responsibilities/refusing-unsafe-work
 8 https://www.worksafebc.com/en/health-safety/hazards-exposures/bullying-harassment



Identify steps a volunteer, vendor, or staff member can take if they are bullied or harassed by a 
community member during the market:

Identify steps a volunteer or staff member take if they are being bullied or harassed by a vendor, 
other staff member or board member:

Additional Resources

Bullying, Harassment, and Next Steps
De-Escalation and Conflict Resolution

The public nature of farmers markets means that vendors, staff and volunteers are at risk of bullying 
and harassment from customers and, potentially, one another. 

According to Work Safe BC, “A worker is bullied and harassed when someone takes an action that he or 
she knew or reasonably ought to have known would cause that worker to be humiliated or intimidated.” 

It is important that you know what is inappropriate in the workplace and have a plan with your team 
on how to proactively ensure harassment does not happen and how to react if it does happen. One of 
the most effective things you can do is communicate clearly to your vendors, volunteers, staff, and 
the community what is not acceptable behaviour at your market. Go through the questions below to 
help form a plan.

De-escalation Techniques 
& Considerations

Work Safe BC, Harassment 
in the Workplace

Bullying & Harassment Plan
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Will there be a written or verbal warning?

Identify how your team knows the expectations and steps to take in regards to bullying and 
harassment:

Identify how you communicate to the community that your market does not accept bullying and 
harassment:
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4. Preparing for Other 
Disruptive Events
Though severe weather is disruptive, other unexpected events can also cause problems for your 
farmers’ market. This section will help you prepare.
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Identify three decisions or actions your organization implemented during the COVID-19 Pandemic 
that you would do again in an emergency:

1.

2.

3.

Pandemic



Square Outage or Mobile Network Outage
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There have been instances over the years of outages of point of sale systems like Square or mobile 
network outages. These things can severely impact your farmers’ market.

If there is a point of sale or mobile network outage, is there an alternative way for your vendors to 
easily take payments?

Does your market have market money that could still be operable under these conditions? 
 ▢ Yes
 ▢ No
 ▢ Other:

Refer to your communications plan for how you would communicate this information to your vendors 
and shoppers.



Consider the following:

• If you do not already, consider an annual 
meeting with your municipality to ensure 
your emergency plans are aligned with theirs. 

• Does your fire department have any 
resources to share? List here:

Think Ahead

Consider the emergency preparedness 
resources available for your region. What 
do they already have in place you should be 
aware of? 

5. Further Considerations

Nutrition Coupon Program & BCAFM Resources
The BC Association of Farmers’ Markets can support your organization in case of disruption or 
emergency by assisting with the following:

• Update your BC Farmers’ Market Trail listing with an emergency message.

• Send a call-out to nearby farmers’ markets to host displaced vendors.

• Coordinate Farmers’ Market Nutrition Coupon Program with your community partners to 
provide details on where coupons can be used, or if replacement coupons need to be sent. ○ 
More information can be found here:

By looking at municipal resources, you can ensure that your farmers’ market is best able to integrate 
seamlessly with emergency resources already available in your area. 

Municipal Supports

Example from the City of New Westminster
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• Are there pre-designated muster stations in 
your area? List here:

• Does your municipality offer templates 
for evacuation planning? Attach to this 
document.



Think Ahead

Consult with your 
municipality, fire and rescue, 
and other emergency 
services in your area to 
determine an emergency 
evacuation plan together. 

Evacuation Plan

Consider

Are you using private 
space? Speak to the owner 
of the space for their 
emergency plans. Add that 
plan to this document.

Think Ahead

Ensure you have 
collaborated with any 
nearby businesses 
or buildings to avoid 
confusion for their own 
emergency plans.
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6. Be Prepared

Review your municipality’s emergency preparedness and 
evacuation plans. Identify if any of the resources can relate to your 
farmers’ market. 

List muster stations nearby:

Identify your meeting place/assembly site if you must evacuate 
the market:

Please sketch out a quick map of your site and where you will 
meet or assemble:

Identify your shelter-in-place location (it is best to get under 
cover, indoors, or contained in some way in case of threat. If 
there is an earthquake, move away from buildings, streetlights, 
powerlines or trees):

Practicing procedures like these are not just for schools! Make 
sure your team has practiced in case of a fire, earthquake, or other 
threat.
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An emergency kit should be something you and your team have prepared and available at the 
market. This should include things like first aid kits and water, but also personal items for employees 
and team members like prescription medications, extra eyeglasses, or socks. Make sure that 
emergency kits are easily accessible and encourage your team to make their own kits to keep in their 
cars and homes.

Emergency Kit

Workplace First Aid Kit Requirements from the Government of Canada

Suggested items for a workplace emergency kit: 

 ▢ Bottled water (2 litres/day per person for 3 days)
 ▢ Granola bars or other shelf stable foods
 ▢ A copy of essential contact information
 ▢ Flashlights and a radio (ideally crank powered)
 ▢ Spare phone chargers and a battery pack
 ▢ Toilet paper
 ▢ Hand sanitizer and masks
 ▢ Emergency blanket
 ▢ Matches or lighters
 ▢ First aid kit
 ▢ Multi-tool with knife
 ▢ Handwarmers
 ▢ Prescription medications, clothing, spare glasses etc. for individual employees

Supplies for Vendors in Case of Emergency

Many types of weather or other emergencies can occur at markets. Prepare your market to support 
your vendors with the following items:

 ▢ Extra weights in case of high winds
 ▢ Hand warmers, propane heaters, and tent walls in case of cold weather
 ▢ Misters, coolers, spray bottles, and freezable ice packs in case of hot weather
 ▢ Jumper cables
 ▢ Phone charging cables and a portable charger or large camping battery pack



Over time plans may need to adjust, staff changes, supplies expires or reaches the end of its life, and 
locations may also need to adjust. This booklet is not something you can simply set up and forget. 

We will review and update our Emergency Plans on_______________________________

And additional notes for your team:
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7. Plan Review Schedule



Environment Canada Weather 
Alert Threshold Criteria

Government of British Columbia’s 
Air Quality Subscription Service, 
subscribe for air quality alerts for 
your area

Government of BC’s Air Quality 
Table

Alternative to the above, Purple 
Air

Emergency Info BC for all 
Partial or Full-scale Provincial 
Emergencies

Workplace Emergency Kit 
Information

Business Emergency 
Preparedness

Prepared BC Emergency Guides 
and Resources

BCAFM Emergency Disaster 
Resources

Duncan Farmers’ Market’s 
Extreme Weather Policy (as an 
example if you’d like to make your 
own)

De-escalation Techniques and 
Considerations

BC Government, Occupational 
Health and Safety

Workplace Safety Roles, Rights, 
and Responsibilities

Work Safe BC, Harassment in the 
Workplace
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8. Sources & Further Resources 


